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Abstract 

This paper contributes to the literature on decision making among professionals. We studied 

the role of personal characteristics of referees and video assistant referees (VARs) in football. 

We look at age, experience and ranking for explaining the number of VAR moments per 

match and the confirmation of the initial referee decision. Our main finding is that VAR 

characteristics matter. Younger, less experienced and lower ranked VARs significantly 

recommend more reviews and they subsequently see the initial decision significantly more 

often confirmed. Although the introduction of the VAR intended to be an objective add-on for 

refereeing, our results show that VAR characteristics matter for the decision making process. 
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1. Introduction 

Sports data offer an interesting ground for economic research, especially when the rules of the 

game or external (exogenous) circumstances fundamentally change. In football, a recent 

prime example of the latter is the COVID-19 pandemic (Endrich & Gesche, 2020; Ferraresi & 

Gucciardi, 2021). Here we focus on a substantive change in the rules of the game via the 

introduction of the video assistant referee (VAR) in football. By now, all major football 

competitions have introduced the VAR. Operating under the philosophy of ‘minimal 

interference, maximum benefit’, the VAR system seeks to provide a way to correct for ‘clear 

and obvious errors’ and ‘serious missed incidents’ by the referee on the field1.  

Several studies investigated the effect of the VAR introduction. They focus mainly on 

the before-after effect (De Oliveira, Steffen, and Trojan, 2023). Our study is different, since 

we do not focus on comparing pre and post VAR-regimes. Instead, we focus on the 

characteristics of the VAR and the referee on the field. This an understudied area, and in as 

far as the characteristics of these officials matter, only characteristics of the referee are 

included (see e.g. Holder, Ehrmann, & König, 2022). The VAR itself is typically seen as a 

non-personalized and objective factor, which is remarkable, because the VAR is not a 

machine or algorithm but also an individual agent with personal characteristics. 

Research on decision making among professionals shows that personal characteristics  

matter. More specifically, variables like status, experience and authority influence decision 

making among professionals like physicians, judges and teachers (Chan, Gentzkow & Yu, 

2022; Figlio & Lucas, 2004; Kleinberg, Lakkaraju, Leskovec, Ludwig & Mullainathan, 2018; 

Van Parys & Skinner, 2016). Our interest is in a decision-making process where the relevant 

professionals (referee and VAR) differ in status and authority.  

                                                           
1 See https://www.fifa.com/technical/football-technology/football-technologies-and-innovations-at-the-fifa-

world-cup-2022/video-assistant-referee-var 
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Professional status and formal authority can be aligned, which implies that higher-

status professionals have higher formal authority over lower-status professionals (e.g., 

Barley,1986; DiBenigno, 2018). But in many other organizational, and also sports contexts, 

there is at least functional authority to lower-status professionals, to oversee and direct a 

specific function (or set of functions) performed by higher-status professionals, who in the 

end makes the final decision (Karunakaran, 2022). In that situation, there is a misalignment or 

asymmetry between professional status and functional authority, also labeled as ‘status–

authority asymmetry’. Often, this becomes clear in situations aimed at compliance, e.g. safety 

auditors in the lab, D&I officers, or 911 dispatchers (Karunakaran, 2022). This line of 

research suggests that higher-status professionals often disregard the directions given by 

lower-status professionals with functional authority, as a way to reassert their dominant 

position in the professional hierarchy (Huising & Silbey, 2013).  

The goal of our study is to investigate if the decision-making process between the 

higher-status official, the referee, and the lower-status official, the VAR, in football is 

influenced by personal characteristics the referee or VAR. To this end, we analyse data on all 

VAR moments from the highest Dutch football league for the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 

seasons.  

 

2. Material and methods 

A VAR is a match official, with independent access to match footage, who may assist the 

referee only in the event of a ‘clear and obvious error’ or ‘serious missed incident’. The VAR 

can only recommend a ‘review’ to the referee; the referee always makes the final decision. 

The initial decision given by the referee will not be changed, unless the review shows that the 

decision was a 'clear and obvious error'.  
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Our data include all matches from the highest Dutch football league in 2019-2020 

(232 matches2) and 2020-2021 (306 matches), in total 538 matches – due to missing data our 

final dataset consists of 531 matches. The mean (median) number of VAR moments in these 

matches is 0.97 (1.00). The percentage of games without any VAR moments is 39.55. For the 

characteristics of the VAR and referee, we measure age, experience and ranking. The 

referee’s and VAR’s mean age (in years) are 37.45 (SD 5.53) and 33.70 (SD 5.54) 

respectively. Experience is measured by the number of years that the match official has been 

active in the highest Dutch football league: the referee’s and VAR’s mean experience (in 

years) are 9.17 (SD 4.82) and 5.75 (SD 4.57) respectively. For formal ranking or category, we 

use the official classification of the Royal Dutch Football Association (KNVB) ranging from 

1 (highest) to 5 (lowest). The referee and VAR are drawn from the same pool of match 

officials (which also means that they can and do switch roles in the course of the season). 

Individual category, age and experience are highly positively correlated; correlations between 

age, experience and category of the referee versus VAR (within a game) are not significant 

(all correlations available on request).  

Our main independent variables are referee and VAR characteristics. We have two 

dependent variables: the decision-making process and outcome. The decision-making process 

concerns the ‘recommending a review’ action by the VAR, and consists of the number of total 

VAR moments in a match. The decision making outcome variable is measured as ‘confirmed 

by referee’, which is the case if - after the VAR-review - the initial decision of the referee 

stands and is thus confirmed (for possible decisions and outcomes, see Appendix). Next to the 

independent and dependent variables, we include a range of controls: the season (2019-2020 

or 2020-2021), home team effect, timing of the VAR review during the game (in quantiles), 

the tightness of the score-line at the VAR moment (difference of max. two goals is a tight 

                                                           
2 Season 2019-2020 contains fewer matches because it was halted in March  2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic.   
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game), a fixed effect for each official (are some officials for reasons unrelated to their age, 

experience or category more or less inclined to call for a review or to confirm their initial 

decision in their roles as VAR and referee respectively) and a fixed effect for each team (like 

major or higher-ranked clubs).  

 

3. Results 

Table 1 shows the main estimation results for the number of VAR moments in a match. 

Column (1-3) show that age, experience and category of the VAR respectively, significantly 

predict the number of VAR moments in a match, such that the younger, less experienced and 

low ranked VARs recommend more reviews. The characteristics of the referee matter less; 

only the age of the referee is marginally significantly associated with number of VAR 

moments. We find no effect of ranking differences between the VAR and referee, nor any 

interaction-effects. 

# VAR moments 1. 2. 3. 

Age referee -0.016* [0.009]   

Age VAR -0.020** [0.009]   

Experience referee  -0.013 [-0.011]  

Experience VAR  -0.027*** [0.010]  

Category referee   -0.012 [0.040] 

Category VAR    -0.072** [0.036]  

Season dummy Y Y Y 

Home team dummy Y Y Y 

FE official Y Y Y 

FE team Y Y Y 

Observations 531 531 531 

R2 0.071 0.070 0.062 

Table 1. Number of VAR moments 

Standard errors in brackets. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p<0.01. Not shown are sub-sample estimations for a) 

timing of VAR moment (quantiles), b) tightness score-line (more/less than 2 goal difference)  or c) type of VAR 

event (see Appendix).  

 

In table 2, the results for the outcome of the VAR-moment are shown. The dependent variable 

is whether after the VAR moment, the decision of the referee is confirmed. Columns 1-3 show 
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the results for age, experience and category, respectively. We find that the characteristics of 

the VAR significantly predict the dependent variable. Younger, less experienced and low 

ranked VARs are associated with more confirmed decisions of the referee. For the referee, 

only age is again a marginally significant predictor. Again, we find no effect of ranking 

differences between the VAR and referee, nor any interaction-effects. Also, we do not find 

any different effect for types of VAR events, as listed in the Appendix. 

Decision referee 

confirmed 

1. 2. 3. 

Age referee -0.013* [0.008]   

Age VAR  -0.015** [0.007]   

Experience referee  -0.013 [-0.009]  

Experience VAR  -0.022** [0.009]  

Category referee   -0.012 [0.035] 

Category VAR    -0.053* [0.031]  

Season dummy Y Y Y 

Home team dummy Y Y Y 

FE official Y Y Y 

FE team Y Y Y 

Observations 531 531 531 

R2 0.056 0.058 0.048 

Table 2. Decision of the referee confirmed.  

Standard errors in brackets. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p<0.01. Not shown are sub-sample estimations for a) 

timing of VAR moment (quantiles), b) tightness score-line (more/less than 2 goal difference)  or c) type of VAR 

event (see Appendix). 

 

4. Discussion 

We studied the role of referees and VARs characteristics in Dutch football matches. 

Specifically, we looked at the role of age, experience and ranking for two dependent 

variables, namely the number of VAR moments per match and the confirmation of the initial 

decision by the referee after the VAR moment. Results clearly indicate that VAR 

characteristics matter. Younger, less experienced or lower ranked VARs significantly more 

often recommend a review of the initial referee decision, but they also subsequently get the 

initial referee decision more often confirmed.   

Our results contribute to research into the effect of the VAR in football. Thus far, 

these studies treated the VAR as an objective ‘machine’. If these studies look at 
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characteristics of actors in the game at all, they include those of the referee (e.g. Holder et al, 

2022). Although it is assumed that the VAR is objective, we show that their decision-making 

behavior is subjective and dependent on individual characteristics. Second and more 

generally, our results contribute to the literature on decision making by professionals who 

differ in status and authority. Chan et al. (2022) showed that inexperienced/less skilled 

radiologists diagnose more cases with a disease and miss more cases that have the 

disease. Correspondingly, we find that inexperienced VARs recommend more reviews, and 

that these reviews lead to more confirmation of the original referee decision, implying they 

are more ‘wrong’ in their recommendations. To conclude, although the introduction of the 

VAR intended to be an objective add-on for refereeing, we must realize that the VAR is a 

human with personal characteristics that matter significantly for the course of the match.  
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